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1994
Cheque Mate

In November 1994 the National Lottery
was launched by Camelot and from the
very beginning Omni has produced all
manner of props, banners and branding
for photo - calls and events. Plus just
about every giant cheque for every
winner, 2000+ over the past 19 years but sadly none with our name on it!
Some of the props and gimmicks have
been quite bizarre and others just plain
daft but they always seem to hit the spot.
From a Giant Rolo packet, to staging and
branding for the launch of 4 airships. We
continue to work with Camelot to this day
and have just produced props for the 100
Millionaires "butlers" TV advert including
branded trays, mocked up newspapers
and other items.

In March 1993, out of the depths of recession, Omni and K2
Screen were established in Clerkenwell, an area with a long
history in the graphic arts field. The digital print revolution
hadn't quite got underway so Omni was primarily photographic
based, producing high quality Cibachrome prints and 35mm
slides for presentations, imagine a world without PowerPoint?
Despite the lack of hi tech equipment we soon earned a name
for tackling the more unusual, challenging and often quirky
projects, a reputation that has been reinforced over the years.
The following pages contain some of the highlights of our first 20
years and some examples of more recent projects.

A Real Work of Art –
Mark Wallinger
at The Serpentine Gallery

The Legend of The Omni Spoon:
One Spoon – One Vision

When Omni was established in March 1993 we had but one
(stolen) tea spoon with which to stir our tea. Not for us the
decadent luxury of a whole set of six that would probably be
down to one in as many months. No, we were made of
sterner stuff. Legend decreed that, should the spoon be
lost, the future of Omni would be in grave jeopardy.

A stirring symbol

After 20 years loyal service the spoon is still with us, cast in
its own acrylic block, and Omni is going strong. Since that
time we’ve expanded somewhat, what’s more our clients
expect and deserve their own clean spoon and so along the
way new sets have been purchased, at great expense.

1993

In the early 90's, just as Omni
was getting under way, the
contemporary art scene in
London was really starting to
take off with shows such as
Young British Artists 1 & 2 at
the Saatchi Gallery capturing
wider public and media attention. Many of those participating artists are now internationally renowned, including Mark
Wallinger. A growing interest,
and at the time small involvement, in this world as well as a
mutual
passion
for
the
thoroughbred racehorse led to
our support (in kind) of Mark
Wallinger's first one man show
at London’s celebrated Serpentine Gallery. We produced
everything from labels and
signage to press packs and
slides for the show and what
started out as something of an
indulgence has led to a very
successful, challenging and
enjoyable association with the
art world.

1995

Seeing the Light

Having supported Mark Wallinger's show back in 1995 Omni Colour and K2 Screen faced a tough challenge - actually
producing a number of works for the esteemed artist involving just about all our processes and personnel.
These included See is Believing, which is made up of 3 large fabricated light-boxes with the standard eye-test circles, plus
text from the Old Testament screen printed on to Perspex fronts creating a dramatic alternative to an eye-test. Upside down
and back to front The Spirit meets the optic in illusion consists of a sprit bottle on an optic with mirror image label, when the
bottle is positioned over a mirror the effect is complete.

1997
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Nobody Does it Better

In late 1999 The Serpentine Gallery, in a departure from its regular program
of cutting edge contemporary art, held an exhibition of the work of double
Oscar winning film production designer Ken Adam, curated by his old friend
and esteemed curator David Sylvester. The show featured original visuals
and concepts of his designs covering countless major movies, from the
James Bond series to Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
Our task was to produce giant murals of his original concepts and still photographs of the resultant sets of Dr Strangelove and Moonraker. The images,
including those for the war room from Dr Strangelove, were scanned
retouched and printed in sections, and installed, with spectacular effect, on
all four walls of the south gallery up to a size of 9 metres wide by 3 metres
high. I suppose we are biased but many sages commented that the installation was the highlight of the show.
As well as the images for the Gallery walls K2 Screen also produced 250
signed limited edition prints of “The War Room, 1999” which sold very well,
raising much needed revenue for the Serpentine exhibition programme, and
featured as a competition prize on Film 99 when Jonathan Ross interviewed
Ken Adam.

Give & Take

Omni Colour and K2 Screen were proud to provide their support and
sponsorship to Give & Take, an exciting and innovative exhibition which
was organised by the Serpentine and staged in cooperation with the
Victoria and Albert Museum. Presented in both locations, the exhibition
provided a unique opportunity to experience unexpected connections
between contemporary art and that of the past.
In the Serpentine, the German conceptual artist Hans Haacke filled the
entire gallery with an amazing choice of objects from the V&A’s collections. Meanwhile at the V&A an internationally renowned group of
contemporary artists, including Jeff Koons, Andres Serrano, Hiroshi
Sugimoto, Liza Lou and Marc Quinn. presented their work in galleries
throughout the museum.
The exhibition identity used a special florescent colour which Omni and
K2 Screen used to produce a variety of display, signage and banners for
both galleries. This included a florescent line of tape approximately 1000
metres long that acted as a guide to the contemporary exhibits around the
galleries of the V&A - it can now be seen in the Tape Gallery!!

Seeing a Ghost

Magnificent Obsession

Is Art Beneath You

In 1998 The Serpentine Gallery put together a rather novel project
entitled "Is Art Beneath You", The gallery took old deck chair
frames , discarded by the Royal Parks, and their education department organised work shops with everyone from local school
children and art students to workers from the Royal Parks. They
produced about 30 designs which K2 Screen printed on canvases
that were stretched over the frames and lounged on by the public
for several months before being sold off to collectors.

1998

After his triumph as Britain’s representative
at the 49th Venice Biennale,The Whitechapel Gallery staged a one-man show of Mark
Wallinger’s work on November 16th 2001.
Many of the works which had graced the
British Pavilion in Venice were featured in
the show including Time and Relative
Dimensions in Space 2001 – a full-size,
chrome plated ‘Tardis’ and Ghost, 2001 in
which a horn has been added to a black and
white negative treatment of Stubb’s famous
painting Whistlejacket, thus creating a
ghost-like unicorn. Together with an involvement in the production of several of the
works on view, Omni Colour and K2 Screen
were pleased to lend their support through
the printing of the promotional posters and a
limited edition print of Ghost. The signed
and numbered edition of 500 was on sale for
the bargain price of £75.00 and, having sold
out in a matter of days, they now sell for
several thousands.

In 2000, a pioneering Japanese artist had a major survey
of her work at The Serpentine
Gallery. A contemporary of
and sometime collaborator of
Pop Art king Andy Warhol,
Yayoi Kusama has a self-described obsession with nets,
dots, food and sex. At least
two of these elements
featured strongly in the limited
edition print Pumpkin 2000,
which was specially created
by Kusama and printed by K2
Screen. The original "yellow"
pumpkin edition sold out so
quickly that it was printed as
red and green editions,
raising vital funds for the
gallery. For the exhibition we
also produced a series of
mounted prints entitled Walking Piece taken from a slide
projection produced in 1966
featuring Kusama walking in
some of the less savoury
areas of New York dress in a
bright pink floral kimono.

2000

2001
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Expletives not deleted – Gilbert and George at the Serpentine

25 years after it had previously been exhibited in three separate groups in 1977
(Silver Jubilee year) and 1978, Gilbert and George’s The Dirty Words Pictures
1977 was presented for the first time as a complete exhibition by The Serpentine Gallery. The pictures juxtaposed graffiti-ed swear words with disturbing
images of urban life and the bleak presence of the artists themselves.
To support the Serpentine Gallery’s exhibition programme Gilbert and
George very generously agreed to the printing of 10,000 posters each of two
works entitled Fuck and Are You Angry Or Are You Boring? Omni was very
proud to manage the printing and packaging of the posters. Gilbert and
George not only agreed to the printing of this vast quantity, they also signed
every single one. At the amazing price of only £5 each it truly was an example
of ‘art for all’, raising a great deal of money for the gallery
Handling the print production proved to be an interesting experience as, in
common with our many corporate clients, Gilbert and George had their own
very strict "identity" guidelines to be adhered to. After some less than
successful proofs and a tense time on press, the required result, of hard
dense blacks and perfect rich reds, was achieved.
With their studio piled high with postal tubes and a squad of gallery assistants
at the ready, Gilbert raised his gold marker pen aloft and announced triumphantly that “the machine is started”. With no regard to the dangers of repetitive strain injury (RSI) the intrepid duo set about a feat that must rank with
some of their most famous performance art. .

2003
Superfly - The Showroom Dummies

During the previous seven years Omni had sponsored and supported a variety of art and other projects, but we decided to take our involvement in the
creative process one step further in 2003 with the launch of Showroom
Dummies, an art led design company headed by artist Abigail Lane, with
fashion designer Brigitte Stepputtis, and Omni MD Bob Pain. It was an
exciting opportunity for us to lend expertise to a project that encompassed
many of our processes and experiment with different materials and
techniques – producing everything from wallpaper and murals to acrylic room
divider screens, furniture, wall tiles and fabrics.

Mischief

In October 2003 Showroom Dummies staged their inaugural exhibition Interior
Motives (Natural Histories and Natural Disasters) which was a great success,
attracting rave reviews from the art and design worlds. Press coverage was
excellent with extensive articles in Vogue, Guardian Weekend Magazine, Art
Review, Time Out and The Independent on Sunday. During the exhibition,
Showroom Dummies hosted a number of special events with well known chefs
such as Mark Hix and Charles Fontaine providing the food, a hair salon courtesy of Guy Healy and even a magician, Sav, contributing to the fun. For the
Frieze Art Fair VIP evening, artist Sarah Lucas came up with a typically
mischievous culinary creation, comprising two quail eggs and a sausage

Afro Luna Lover

The Serpentine Garden Party

In July of 2001, Omni Colour and K2 Screen hosted a Garden Party in
the pavilion of the Serpentine Gallery for clients, friends and associates
from the design, contemporary art, marketing, advertising and PR
worlds. A torrential downpour just before the 6.30 start threatened to ruin
the evening but a terrific time was had by all. In spite of the rather inclement early evening weather, around 400 revellers gathered to sip Pimms
and other refreshments plus enjoy music provided by DJ Oscar Wilson
in and around the magnificent pavilion by Daniel Libeskind. The Garden
Party also afforded guests the opportunity to view the first solo London
exhibition of the acclaimed contemporary artist Rachel Whiteread,
The evening also featured an appearance by no less than Robbie
Williams who popped in to join a couple of friends whilst on a stroll home
through the park. Unfortunately Robbie wasn’t in too much of a party
mood and duly legged it when confronted with some over eager fans
with, horror of horrors, cameras!

2001

After winning the Turner
Prize back in 1998, Chris
Ofili’s career was nothing
short of meteoric and in
2003 he was chosen to
represent Britain at the
50th Venice Biennale. His
exhibition Within Reach at
the British Pavilion was
both spectacular and
moving, earning rave
reviews. To mark the
occasion Chris produced
a limited edition print
entitled Afro Lunar Lovers
that Omni and K2 Screen
were very proud to print.

4 is the Amazing Number

Diamonds Are Forever

Despite the economically shaky climate of the time,
Omni’s investment in new equipment continued
unabated throughout and we purchased two new inkjet
machines including the exceptionally high quality
Epsom 9600. I suppose it was inevitable that someone
would try and coin a somewhat sexier phrase than just
mere ‘inkjet’ for such an upmarket product. Thus another buzz word crept into the already overcrowded digital
dictionary; Giclee, it almost sounds made up doesn’t it?
In fact, it is French and its literal meaning is ‘to spray’.
However, unwilling to take such an odd word at face
value, our team of intrepid researchers interviewed a
number of real French people and the responses were
amusing to say the least, with ‘to spit and gob’ among
the milder translations.

‘Diamond Dust Volume One’, the brain child
of art dealer Paul Stolper, was a portfolio of
iconic images by iconic artists. For this
exciting project, K2 Screen produced a
series of prints by Peter Blake, Gavin Turk,
Linder, Peter Saville, Simon Periton and
Peter Liversidge. The works involved
silk-screen print onto which sparkling
diamond dust was applied to stunning effect;
the portfolio was conceived in part as a
response to Andy Warhol’s famous ‘diamond
dust’ screen-prints. The portfolio, launched
at Frieze Art Fair, included a “white on white”
image of Elvis Presley by the legendary
British Pop artist Peter Blake, entitled ‘Love
Me Tender’ and an extraordinary self-portrait
by Gavin Turk of himself as Joseph Beuys
entitled ‘In Memory of Gavin Turk’.

On a chilly Monday in February, four giant
re-worked ‘paint by number’ canvasses,
taken from masterpieces in the Tate collection, sprang up across the capital, allowing
over 4000 people the chance to participate
in an innovative art experiment. Paint By
Numbers formed part of One Amazing
Week, a highly original tourism initiative for
Visit London, conceived by top agency
Freud Communications.
The extremely detailed canvasses, measuring up to 3x2 metres were the result of
several weeks painstaking work by Omni’s
‘artist in sufferance’ Jim Eburah, who
scanned and meticulously re-drew each
one. Printed, stretched over frames and
supported on giant easels, each of the four
works were accompanied by a very faithful
reproduction plus details of the original
masterpiece, a canvas for signing, a guide
to the numbers and their colours. Working
over the proceeding weekend, late into the
Sunday night, the Omni team set up the
canvasses and their supporting material at
four key sites around London. The paintings
were ‘started’ by many A-list celebs including Claudia Schiffer.

2003

2003

2004

Parlez Vous Giclee
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Paul McCarthy at the Whitechapel Gallery

Booty Hooty - The Art Car Boot Fair

In July 2004 the first ever (London based) Art Car Boot Fair, organised by Karen
Ashton and Helen Hayward, took place. It was a tremendous success with
artists of all disciplines and persuasions providing a plethora of delights. Omni
and K2 Screen worked with a number of the artists, including Sir Peter Blake,
producing everything from the graphics that adorned their cars (kindly loaned by
the sponsors Vauxhall Motors to items such as wrapping paper, fridge magnets,
T-shirts, badges and stickers to be sold at the fair. Showroom Dummies sold
lambswool car blankets plus a collection of T-shirts, badges, fabrics and
furniture adorned with their favourite flies, bugs, lizards, skeletons and dog
images. Bargains included Gavin Turk and his collection of "Pop Art Roadkill",
car crushed soft drink cans lovingly embossed with his initials for a mere £25.

Wacky Races

Omni’s Day at the Boot Races game created an exciting diversion, attracting an
enthusiastic and exuberant crowd. Staged every half hour from 12.00 till 6.00pm
it was a sell out, with a bottle of rare Omni Champagne going to the winners.
Tracy Emin graciously agreed to present a prize for the feature race, The Car
Booty Stakes, but it descended into chaos with disgruntled punters claiming fix
and clamouring for the race to be re-run. However, as well as her duties as prize
presenter, Tracy also took up the role of adjudicator, steward, judge and head
wrangler with great aplomb and a near riot was averted.

Do The Pendolino!

You may remember the TV advert for Virgin Trains which featured, quite literally, a
galaxy of stars of the silver screen. ‘The Return Of The Train’ was a lavishly
produced ad signalling the end of many frustrating years for travellers to places
such as Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham, with the new Pendolino trains
running up to their full 125mph speed on the West Coast mainline. To celebrate this
re-launch with key customers and decision-makers, Virgin organised events at
nightspots on their train route for which we produced and installed a plethora of
up-scale graphics tailored to the individual venues. This included a spectacular
mural using stills from the ads, made up of 9 stretched canvas panels enhanced
with glitter plus vinyl images applied to mirrors, wall surfaces and light boxes. At
Sketch in London a special graphic, over ten metres long, was used to transform a
bar shelf into a spectacular light box and at Cotton House Manchester the reception
became a panoramic back-lit image. Branson was chuffed and the trains ran on
time for once.

In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida

Despite being described by Rolling Stone magazine as ‘purveyors of
half-wit mysticism and pompous noise’, 60’s psychedelic band Iron
Butterfly produced one of the biggest selling albums of all time,
In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida, with a ponderous title track clocking in at 19
minutes. Some 36 years later In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida became a unique
collaboration between three of Britain’s best known contemporary artists:
Angus Fairhurst, Damian Hirst and Sarah Lucas.
Providing a fitting backdrop to all this creative energy Omni printed over
750 square metres of wallpaper for Angus Fairhurst and Sarah Lucas
(Damian Hirst already had his). For Sarah we scanned and printed a
number of pizza delivery leaflets from her extensive "collection", each up
to almost 5m x 10m to create giant billboards of gooey hell. A meticulously silk-screened original work of a group of trees by Angus Fairhurst was
transformed into a mind-blowing psychedelic forest.
Although Omni and K2 Screen had previously produced some stunning
wall murals, graphics and ‘digital wallpaper’ of all shapes and sizes, none
compared to the sheer size and scope. Expertly hung by ace gallery
technician Charlie Falzon, the paper ranked as one of the most exciting
projects we have ever been involved with.

2004

Born in 1945, Paul McCarthy is one of the most
influential artists of his generation. Drawing on the
imagery of American and European myths, his
work transposes popular icons into disturbing and
carnivalesque scenarios. For his exhibition at the
Whitechapel Gallery, as well as producing a whole
range of signs and posters, Omni printed a set of
5 limited edition prints entitled the Coppermeal
Editions. They represented a rare opportunity to
acquire works by one of the world’s most influential artists and sold out within days.

Bona Fide

Winter Wonderland

Major fashion brand Mulberry teamed up with Showroom Dummies over the 2004 Christmas season.
Visitors to their flagship store in Bond street could see a
beautiful and unique Perspex screen adorning the
windows. Designed by Abigail Lane of Showroom
Dummies, the screen featured a ‘kissing reindeer’ image
on one side with a reindeer bones design on the reverse.
The reindeer bone pattern was also applied to a special
edition wallpaper on several panels around the store.
Omni printed and produced screens, panels and the
wallpaper which was used in Mulberry stores around the
globe. Reaction to the display was fantastic, with the
Tokyo store reporting a tripling of sales when the
reindeer appeared in their window.

2004

As well as the visual imagery, Abigail also
organised a very successful Christmas party
at their Bond Street store featuring snow
machines, stuffed reindeer, a “From Russia
With Love” themed DJ set, and copious
amounts of Vodka and Champagne, attended
by numerous luminaries from the fashion, art
and music world.

Over many months Omni and K2 produced
an amazing array of work for a Showroom
Dummies extravaganza. Bone Idle, on the
top floor of the Charing X Gallery in the
centre of London was opened to the public.
The show incorporated contributions from
12 guest artists and designers including
Gary Hume, Damien Hirst, Mat Collishaw,
Tracy Emin, Peter Blake, Angus Fairhurst,
David Harrison and Gavin Turk who all
produced customised skulls which were
auctioned off at the close of the show. Omni
took various images from a spooky animation produced by Dummy in chief Abigail
Lane with friend Olef Voronko, and turned
them into lenticular prints featuring juggling
skeletons, as well as various edition prints
and even a flick book – all of which were
available for sale in the shop.

2005
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School’s Out!

2007

To mark the closure of one of Britain’s largest inner-city schools, The Serpentine
Gallery staged an ambitious project in which leading artists Christian Boltanski,
Runa Islam, Faisal Abdu’Allah and architect Yona Friedman were commissioned to work with the 2,000 students of North Westminster Community
School. Having already produced a number of large-scale mounted prints for
the education room at the Serpentine Gallery earlier in the year, Omni supported
the project further by supplying a number of giant banners together with an
installation on the entrance doors using self-adhesive vinyl applied to the glass.
Installing the work was something of a mission not least because the school was
full of students in an end of term ‘de-mob happy’ mood.

Nice One Cyril

Internationally
admired
British
painter, Peter Doig, made his name
in the early nineties with his distinctive approach to figurative painting.
As part of his exhibition at Tate
Britain showcasing his work from the
late eighties to the present, Peter
created a beautiful limited edition
print entitled Cyril’s Bay, exclusively
for them. Omni and K2 Screen
produced digital pigment prints with
layers of silk screen varnish applied
to the surface. Such was the
success of this edition that we then
proceeded to work on new prints to
accompany his subsequent exhibitions in Paris and Frankfurt. We
have continued to work with Peter
on many occasions since and have
just recently
produced editions
accompanying Peter's shows at
Edinburgh’s National Art Museum,
the Irish museum of Modern Art and
Edinburgh’s Ingleby Gallery.

2009
The Leather Lane Biennale

From Whistable to Istanbul, Liverpool to Sao
Paulo, from Biennale to Triennale (Folkstone to
Millbank), everywhere seems to have an Art
Biennale, and the Leather Lane Biennale immediately joined these esteemed locations to kick-start
the summer art “season”.

So Last Year

Several hundred guests including artists, exhibition organisers, curators, designers and marketeers filled our premises just off Leather Lane in
culturally vibrant Clerkenwell, a district long
associated with the visual arts. The evening which
featured work by long time Omni collaborators
Mark Wallinger, David Harrison and Abigail Lane
was a roaring success, so much so that we tore up
the rule book and decided to have a Leather Lane
“Annuale” the following year, deciding that
Biennales were so last year.

Zootopia

By 2008 Zoo Art Fair was in its fifth year and had
become an integral part of what has come to be
known as London Contemporary Art Week. Omni
has supported Zoo Art Fair since its inception,
producing all the signage, vinyls and banners at
the Royal Academy of Arts and its original home
at, (surprise, surprise) London Zoo.

Artistico Fantastico

Fantastique

If there is a category in the Guinness Book of Records for the largest
single image produced as wallpaper, then the work that Omni produced
for artist Michael Craig-Martin would most certainly be a contender.
Climate Change was a monumental ephemeral work in the central
space of Le MAGASIN in Grenoble – France, covering around 150
linear meters of wall space at a height of up to 7.3 metres, an area of
almost 800m squared. Approximately 60 giant, simplified objects from
everyday life, each one unique, were digitally drawn on a background
of bright colour that gradated from magenta to light blue and back to
magenta again. The original artwork file measured no more than 6cm x
100cm so an enlargement factor of almost 12,000% was required to
achieve the final size. The image was then ‘tiled’ into sections and
printed onto 125 drops of ‘Dreamscape Pique’ vinyl wall covering
whose weight and strength ensured that the lines of the intricate drawings matched up perfectly across the entire length of the mural.

2006

As well as producing all the various signs for Zoo
we worked with artist Henry Coleman who curated Los Vinilos, a major exhibition uniquely
realised in vinyl. With generous assistance from
major vinyl supplier, Mactac, Omni supported the
project, printing and computer cutting vinyl to
realise artworks by over twenty international
artists which were applied to the walls of the
historic Royal Academy of Arts with spectacular
effect.

Extra Leg Room

Part of the funding for the £111 million transformation of
the Southbank Centre was sourced from an inspired
initiative from Southbank Centre’s Development team
entitled ‘Name a Seat’ campaign. International photographer Rankin lent his considerable skills to the campaign,
photographing people who had performed at the Southbank Centre over the years. Omni produced a forty-seven metre long frieze of the images. The final panels were
applied with a gloss anti-graffiti seal, whereas Rankin
had only seen and approved them on a matt printing
stock, so we were a little nervous as to his reaction.
Fortunately Rankin was delighted with the work, and was
very impressed with the quality of the images and felt the
gloss finish improved them (sighs of relief all round).

2007

2008
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Animated

City Gent

Coinciding with the publication of a
major book of his work, the prestigious
Victoria Miro gallery held a solo exhibition, entitled Existence, for London-born
and based artist David Harrison.
In his paintings, sculptures and collages Harrison made use of a multitude of
media, influences and techniques
including found materials and stories
from literature, myth and history to
create his distinctive personal mythology. The gallery’s upstairs space
featured a hugely ambitious piece of
work: The Old World Shadow, a
fourteen foot high architectural folly. As
well as producing four different designs
of wallpaper for the show, Omni was
proud to print a beguiling limited edition
print entitled City Gent, a tribute to the
tenacious urban fox.

Purrrfect

Omni was very proud to work with
Cartier, one of the world’s most
prestigious luxury goods brands.
Over a series of months we
produced point of sale items and
some very striking branding for
special events at the stores of key
vendors around the UK. We printed
and installed giant blow ups of
Cartier’s very striking panther
images on the store fronts provoking
admiring glances from passers-by,
many of whom wanted a panther
picture for their home. Not many
people knew this, but there is a
panther with the name Cartier alive
and well at a private zoo in France.

Watch Me Move at the Barbican was an extensive exhibition presenting a full range of animated imagery produced over the last 150 years
bringing together pioneers, independents and
artists including William Kentridge and Natalie
Djurbeg alongside the creative output of
commercial studios such as Disney, Aardman
and Pixar.
The signage in the galleries certainly matched
the impressive and fascinating content. Omni
produced and installed a vast amount of vinyl
graphics using metallic, fluorescent and even
light sensitive vinyl for which, being unable to
find a material that met the designer’s specification, we silk screened a special coating onto a
stock vinyl. For an installation by artists Igloo
(Bruno Martelli and Ruth Gibson) we transformed one of the gallery spaces into something
resembling the room of a derelict house, printing
and installing wallpaper on the walls, ceiling,
door and graphics on the floor.

Suffolk Punch - Snap at the Aldeburgh Festival

Since its foundation, orchestrated by Sir Benjamin Britten back in 1948, The Aldeburgh Festival, held at Snape Maltings, has been an
unmissable pilgrimage for countless music lovers. However the presence of a number of leading contemporary artists residing in the
Suffolk environs inspired a collaboration between the festival and the visual arts thus SNAP, with artist Abigail Lane conducting affairs
as well as participating, was born, featuring work by 12 artists with close ties to the area.
As well as vinyl and signage items and work on many of the printed installations, Omni’s principle contribution to the festival was the
production of Snap: The Portfolio 2011, an edition of 50 prints by each of the 12 contributing artists including Sarah Lucas, Juergen
Teller and Don Brown. These celebrated and exhibition and raised money for the event, and were published by the Paul Stolper
Gallery. Printed at 4 sheet billboard size (approx 150 x 100cm's) on blueback poster paper the edition eschewed the more tried and
tested fine art printing processes in favour of a more radical approach – in the true spirit of SNAP. The portfolios success generated a
repeat portfolio the following year and 2013 saw SNAP going from strength to strength.

Angus Fairhurst

In 2009 The Arnolfini Gallery in Bristol staged a major retrospective of
the work of Angus Fairhurst (1966 – 2008). The exhibition featured
examples of his full body of work which defied catagorisation through its
sheer breadth of media and invention.
Omni produced wallpaper for the show, entitled Underdone/Overdone
which covered a number of the gallery walls. We had previously
produced a vast amount of this wallpaper in 2004 for the show In A
Gadda Da Vida at Tate Britain where Angus collaborated with his friends
Damien Hirst and Sarah Lucas. Angus was one of the most influential
members of the group of artists associated with London’s Goldsmiths
College in the late 1980s. The news of his death in 2008 was a sad and
terrible shock, not only the circumstances but also for the tragic loss of
a very talented artist who was never short of a humorous quip and a joy
to work with.

2009

Hirst Class

Wild Blue Yonder is a stunning commission for artist
Nicky Hirst at what was the newly built Bracknell &
Wokingham College in Berkshire. It comprises eighty
nine different colour panels produced from printed
translucent vinyl and computer cut lettering, installed to
the inside of the glass curtain wall in the college
entrance. The work combined the architects RAL (paint)
colour chart with unrelated names of colour from the
Crayola crayon range. This was the second successful
project that Omni had completed for Nicky Hirst in the
year, having previously produced and installed a
large-scale vinyl mural on glass at the new biochemistry
building for the University of Oxford. We have continued
to work with Nicky on a number of other public art
commissions and eagerly await the next project.

2009

2011
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Tongue Tied

2012

During the summer of 2012 the Milton Keynes (MK) Gallery presented Soft City, the first solo
exhibition outside Norway by visionary artist Hariton Pushwagner (born Oslo, 1940). Since the
recent discovery of his work he has become something of a celebrity in his home country, appearing regularly in newspaper headlines and on television talk shows, renowned for his homelessness
and hedonistic lifestyle (in other words a BMX Bandits role model).
Visitors to the gallery were greeted by a giant mural surrounding the main entrance, Pushwagner’s
design for an enormous Pop Art inspired mouth, with a 7 metre tongue projecting onto the gallery
concourse. Omni printed and installed the work using specialist outdoor materials; “Streetwrap”, a
vinyl with a special seal designed for application on pavements and outside floors, and “Wallwrap”,
highly comfortable vinyl that adapts really well to uneven cement, concrete and other tricky surfaces. The result was quite stunning – inspiring gasps of amazement from Keynsians. Unfortunately
the local chapter of BMX bandits saw it differently, using their tyres to wreak havoc on the tongue,
an unwitting "intervention" but one of which Pushwanger would approve.

Glass Act

For this project, Swedish artist
Nathalie Djurberg filled the
Camden Arts Centre with
luminous glass-like objects and
four animated films. The exhibition greeted you with a beautiful
rainbow-like installation in the
roof windows which flooded the
room with colour. It was created
from a number of vibrantly
coloured vinyls produced and
installed by Omni under the
direction of the artist. The result
was quite stunning and inspired
the use of coloured, transparent
vinyls in many subsequent
(some corporate) projects.

SITUATION

In 2012 SITUATION, a space
devoted to the work of Sarah
Lucas opened at art gallery Sadie
Coles HQ, presenting new
installations alongside an organic
programme of events directed by
the artist. Along with sculpture and
other installations, SITUATION
featured an ever changing series
of wallpapers. Starting with Piere
de Toucher back in February, it
continued with Get Off Your Horse
(any aficionado of John Wayne
will identify with Sarah's cheeky
twist on his famous quote from
True Grit). As the show evolved
over the year so did the wallpapers, such as the dazzling Gold
Close Up, Stacked and Green by
artist Rohan Wealleans. Omni
was very pleased to be involved,
printing and installing the wallpaper, with each new image a
source of eager anticipation. As
we go to press a number of these
wallpapers plus some new treats
have been produced for her major
show at the Whitechapel Gallery
- the hottest ticket this autumn - do
not miss.

Travelling in Style

To coincide with his critically acclaimed exhibition ‘The Tomb of the
Unknown Craftsman’ at the British Museum, celebrated British artist
Grayson Perry collaborated with Louis Vuitton at their New Bond Street
Maison Exhibition Space. Exploring a range of themes connected with
notions of craftsmanship and sacred journeys – from shamanism, magic
and holy relics to motorbikes, identity and contemporary culture, and
savoir-faire, it was the perfect exhibition for Louis Vuitton to support. The
centrepiece was a unique commission, a trunk designed by Grayson and
manufactured by the highly skilled craftsman at the Louis Vuitton
Asnieres atelier. Omni produced and installed a textured wallpaper from
a colour photograph which we converted into sepia tone depicting an
opulent hotel room which provided a suitably luxurious backdrop to the
installation. Needless to say, this wall covering is not available at Wickes
or Homebase.

2011

2012

Olympic Glory
Art on the Underground

Since 1912 each Olympic host city has commissioned posters to celebrate the hosting of the
Games and Paralympic, since the first games was held at Stoke Mandeville. The London
Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) commissioned twelve
of the UK’s leading artists including Chris Ofili, Bob and Roberta Smith, Tracey Emin and Gary
Hume to create images celebrating the 2012 Games. The twelve images were displayed at
Tate Britain during the summer as part of the London 2012 Festival and available to buy as
posters or limited edition prints.

Grand Scale

Art on the Underground presented a collection of the specially commissioned images,
enlarged to a grand scale, which Omni printed and installed at Southwark and Piccadilly Circus
Underground stations. The Southwark site is something of a gallery for Art on the Underground
and we recently completed a new installation featuring artworks celebrating the 150th anniversary of the London Underground. For more information www.artontheunderground.com
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Incredible Journey

Founded in 1946 by a group of artists and critics, the ICA, just opposite Horseguards Parade in The Mall, supports radical art and culture through a vibrant
programme of exhibitions, films, events and talks. Omni and K2 Screen are
proud to have worked with the ICA for several years, producing everything
from vinyl and signage to limited edition prints plus several installations such
as wallpaper and murals. A recent project involved us printing almost a
thousand images on blue back poster paper for the exhibition by world
renowned photographer (and Bayern Munich devotee) Juergen Teller, which
were pasted to the gallery walls.

Food For Thought

Their recent major off site project- A Journey Through London Subculture:
1980s to Now explored the perceived thread of creativity between the
post-punk era and today - inspiring London's incredible creative potential.
For instance, is there a connection between Gilbert & George through the
artist/poet David Robilliard to Trojan and Leigh Bowery and from there to
Alexander McQueen? Is there a connection between The House of Beauty
and Culture and Sarah Lucas and Tracey Emin's The Shop? All the questions
and more were posed in a critically acclaimed show occupying the vast first
floor of The Old Selfridges Hotel, a cavernous industrial raw space, directly
above the Selfridges Food Hall

Timeline

Deploying over fifty vitrines, alongside video works, installations and billboard-sized images, the project
brought together a wide range of multi-disciplinary practice including art, fashion, graphics, craft and
design. The timeline set by this project spans the moment when 80s counterculture would arguably enter
the mainstream and the London underground scene. Exploring counterculture today and what emerging
artists have in common with their countercultural forebears. As we are celebrating our 20th anniversary
with our own timeline Omni were keen to support this project, producing and installing vinyl, graphics
and signage as well as dry transfers and a number large scale billboard posters.
For updates on this Off-Site project and other ICA events go to www.ica.org.uk

Grand Tour

Earlier this year we had the pleasure of producing vinyl and "wallpaper" for a Hayward
Touring exhibition, The Universal Addressability of Dumb Things, curated by Turner
Prize winning artist, Mark Leckey:, which has been shown in Liverpool, Nottingham
and Bexhill to great acclaim. Following the success of that project Hayward Touring
called upon Omni again with a last minute vinyl request for their latest exhibition
starting at Manchester Art Gallery.

Pop Industry

Fresh from his triumph representing Britain in this year’s Venice Biennale, artist
Jeremy Deller is not resting on his laurels and has been busy curating a touring
exhibition. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air takes a personal look at the impact of the
Industrial Revolution on British popular culture, and its persisting influence on our
lives today, combining contemporary music, film and photography with a vast range of
19th century images and objects. Deller approaches this wealth of material like a
social cartographer, revealing neglected ley lines of cultural history. After the exhibition’s initial showing in Manchester, it will tour to Nottingham, Coventry and Newcastle.

Ticket to Ryder

Omni produced computer cut vinyl for the installation of Family Trees, genealogical
texts which trace the history of the home cities and working class roots of three British
pop icons, Shaun Ryder, Bryan Ferry and Noddy Holder. The work was designed by
another frequent Omni and K2 collaborator and all round good fellow, Scott King. The
Shaun Ryder piece features the Happy Mondays, Bummed, album cover, 25 years
after the record’s release by the influential Manchester music label Factory Records,
featuring its close-cropped, acid-pink portrait of Ryder. The family tree lists the names
and occupations of the singer’s Mancunian relatives dating back to the 1820s, when
the Industrial Revolution was at full steam.

Crystal Amaze

The Whitechapel Gallery’s Art Plus Party is a unique event, a celebration of creativity, fusing the visual
arts with other cultural forms including drama, dance, film, music opera and, this year, fashion. Swarovski
Whitechapel Gallery Art Plus Fashion invited guests to an extraordinary evening of art, fashion and
music. After an auction of artworks, major names from the fashion world, including Giles Deacon, Bella
Freud, and Nadja Swarovski selected the most promising London fashion postgraduates to take centre
stage for the first ever catwalk show in the Gallery, with a backdrop of projected artworks by contemporary artists. After more Champagne and cocktails it was time to party with celebrity DJs Norman Jay
MBE, Gilles Peterson and Dan Lywood, food and canapés created by Smart Hospitality. A whopping
£348,600 was raised for the Whitechapel Gallery’s Education Programme with the support of sponsors,
ticket sales and the proceeds of the auction. Omni was once again delighted to support Art Plus, producing signs, graphics and vinyl including the essential sponsors backdrop for the celebrity shots. We look
forward to next years event with great interest.
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Child’s Play

The Omnipendent

Terrier Mayhem

The 11th Omni Terrier Derby

Having previously produced some amazing graphics for illustrators collective Peepshow in the children's department at Royal
London Hospital, we were delighted to work with them again on a recent project in the children's wards at University College
Hospital in London. Omni printed and computer cut several wall murals and images, using special long life vinyls, for corridors,
play rooms, rest rooms and even the bed numbers. Over a four week period our team worked around the daily hospital routine
to install the work. Peepshow Collective and Studio EMMI have helped to bring play into the corridors of the children’s wards
and the project funded by UCLH has transformed clinical white walls with vibrant graphics and engaging images that provide
a more welcoming environment. While allowing the busy wards to continue functioning efficiently, the new design creates an
uplifting space that aids recovery. ‘Play in hospitals can speed up the healing process, it makes the hospital feel familiar,’ says
Maddalena Branduardi, Health Play specialist at UCLH.

Fun with Function

On the eleventh and twelfth floors, the attention-grabbing imagery is not just great fun, it has a function. Way-finding around
the wards is much improved, with much clearer signage pointing out things like entrance buzzers. In consultation with physiotherapists, one corridor has been decorated with a jungle scene designed to provide informal markers encouraging children to
walk a bit further each time. A low magnetic board with interactive artwork also allows exercise through play, while illustrations
on both sides of concertina screens can be used either to distract or to calm patients receiving treatment. An extra play area
has been created by adding large “welcome” wall illustrations and toys to a computer workstation at the entrance to the wards.
According to medical support worker Gail Davies ‘some of the children say “Wow” when they walk in, first impressions count –
if they see it as a fun place right from the start that’s a good thing, it’s had an immediate effect. “A lot of children are having a
good time not just in the playroom but in the wards” says Allan Watkins, Charge Nurse at the paediatric ward. ‘There are more
play opportunities for children, we no longer have to limit their play.
Peepshow Collective’s Chrissie Macdonald and Emmi Salonen of Studio EMMI joined forces as Creative Directors on the
commission after working together on projects for Pick Me Up Graphic Arts Festival and The Finnish Institute. Illustrators Luke
Best, Jenny Bowers and Lucy Vigrass also contributed to the scheme, which was project managed by Alex Plaza and developed after extensive consultation with patients and staff.
Bespoke furniture by Amos Marchant. Photography by Jess Bonham. Printing, fabrication and installation by Omni Colour.

-

“If you have never seen it
before, terrier racing is one of
the great spectator sports”
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